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After a year of unprecedented upheaval, economic disruption, and  
political uncertainty, we are beginning to see the light at the end of 
the tunnel. With 2021’s global rollout of multiple COVID-19 vaccines, 
consumer confidence should increase, companies should be more 
bullish, and economic activity should start to resemble what it 
was prepandemic. We expect this encouraging mix will bring good 
news for 2021 banking and capital markets (B&CM) mergers and 
acquisitions (M&A) activity. In fact, a flurry of dealmaking toward 
the end of 2020 helped to offset a moribund second quarter and 
signaled companies’ intent to move ahead despite challenges.

As banks, investment management and wealth management (IM/
WM) firms, and financial technology (fintech) companies recover 
from COVID-19’s financial and operational impacts, some—especially 
banks squeezed by persistently low interest rates—will likely need 
time to reset and reimagine their inorganic growth strategies for the 

“next normal.” This, and the potential for tax and regulatory changes 
under the Biden presidency, may hinder M&A activity in the early 
months of 2021. However, potential exists for 2021 to be a record 
year for M&A activity; pent-up demand is very high, and the primary 
drivers for dealmaking remain intact: the pursuit of scale efficiencies, 
desire to enhance product portfolios, and the need to bolster  
digital capabilities.

Industry players with a strong reputation and balance sheet and 
increased asset accumulation in fee-based businesses should 
be well-prepared to reengage in strategic buying, investing, or 
partnering opportunities. Deal types are likely to include continued 
consolidation at the small or community bank and regional or 
superregional levels; one or two mergers of equals (MOEs);  
carve-outs of underperforming or noncore assets; and strategic  
and opportunistic fintech transactions. 

Introduction
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Banking 

2020 review

After a promising start to the year, banking sector M&A came to a 
halt in the second quarter of 2020 and remained muted through 
spring and summer’s COVID-19 shutdowns and economic falloff. Fall 
brought word of several promising vaccine candidates, increased 
certainty around election results (to which the stock market 
responded favorably), and a welcome uptick in banking M&A activity. 
And although 2020’s deal volume and deal value results were mixed, 
the 2021 outlook appears promising.

With 110 announced deals as of December 31, 2020, banking M&A 
volume year over year (YOY) fell by 42% from 2019’s four-year high of 
261 deals.1 The good news is that 2020 average deal value, at $577 

2020 review; 2021 outlook

million, increased from the prior year’s $439 million (figure 1).  
The rise was due primarily to PNC Financial Services Group’s 
November-announced acquisition of BBVA USA Bancshares for 
$11.57 billion.2 This was both the largest deal announcement of 
2020 and the largest US bank deal since BB&T Corp. and SunTrust 
Banks announced in February 2019 their blockbuster $28.28 billion  
MOE, becoming Truist Financial Corp.3 Four other 2020 deals  
topped $1 billion: South State’s acquisition of CenterState Bank for  
$3.2 billion; First Citizens’ purchase of CIT Group for $2.1M; Pacific 
Premier’s purchase of Opus Bank for $1 billion;4 and the mid-
December announcement of Huntington Bancshare’s merger with 
TCF Financial Corporation.5
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Figure 1. Banking M&A metrics

Sources: SNL Financial and S&P Global Market Intelligence.
Note: Avg. deal size is based on disclosed deal values. 39%, 34%, 34%, 49%, and 56% of reported deals did not disclose deal values for FY16, FY17, FY18, FY19, 
and FY20 respectively.

Top five 2020 banking transactions by deal value
Target Buyer Announcement date Value ($M) Price/TBV Region
BBVA USA Bancshares, Inc. PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. November 16, 2020 $11,567 131%  Southwest 
TCF Financial Corporation Huntington Bancshares Incorporated December 13, 2020  $5,925 148%  Midwest
CenterState Bank Corporation South State Corporation January 27, 2020  $3,212 201%  Southeast
CIT Group Inc. First Citizens BancShares, Inc. October 16, 2020  $2,159 44%  Mid-Atlantic
Opus Bank Pacific Premier Bancorp, Inc. February 3, 2020  $1,031 141%  West
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Note: Avg. deal size is based on disclosed deal values. 33%, 34%, 39%, 49%, and 56% of reported deals did not disclose deal values for FY16, FY17, FY18, FY19, and FY20 respectively.

The Midwest region was 2020’s top performer in terms of deal 
volume, with 47 transactions; still, this was less than half of 2019’s 
total of 111 deals. The Southeast region followed with 26 deals, 
another decrease versus 2019 (figure 2).6

Regions’ combined 2020 recorded price to tangible book value (P/
TBV) of 128% was a drop of 17.9% YOY from 156% in 2019 (figure 2).7 
However, the CIT deal was at 44% P/TBV, so that large transaction 
did swing the averages. Of note, M&A deal prices in 2020 dropped 
more slowly than overall bank values did. Looking at top 100 bank 
valuations over the same time frame, average P/TBV fell for the 
second year in a row, with 2020 P/TBV about 25% lower than 2018 
peaks. Median price to earnings showed an incremental increase, 
but largely stayed flat after facing a 33% fall between 2018 and 2019.8

While all regions’ deal multiples exceeded the valuation multiple of 
the top 100 banks for each of the past five years, the West continues 
to have the highest deal pricing (figure 2). A key driver of the West’s 
inflated deal values is its lack of acquisition targets, especially in the 
Southwest, where there remain fewer than 40 banks with more than 
$1 billion in assets and where approximately only 5% of banks in that 
region meet that asset threshold.

For the fifth consecutive year, the vast majority of 2020 banking M&A 
transactions occurred at the small-bank level, with most acquisition 
targets holding $1 billion or less in assets (figure 3).9
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What we expect to see for 2021

COVID-19–influenced M&A catalysts and inhibitors
The basic rationale for M&A in 2021 may remain the same as in recent 
years; however, pandemic economics have changed the complexion 
of the catalysts and the inhibitors. The most obvious difference is 
that banks, globally, will likely need to counter strong headwinds 
to profitability given compressed net interest margins (NIM) from 
lower rates and lower demand for loans. US banks endured a record 
decline of 7.2% YOY in income from lending, or net interest income, in 
the third quarter of 2020,10 and net interest margin fell to 2.68%—a 
record low since the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) 
began issuing its Quarterly Banking Profile in 1986.11 On a positive 
note, banks in aggregate still posted $51.2 billion in profit in the 
third quarter as lenders cut provisions for credit losses, and industry 
earnings jumped 173% from the three months ended June 30.12 
Deloitte forecasts indicate that in the United States, both revenues 
and net income for US commercial banks won’t bounce back to 
prepandemic levels until 2022. As a result, return on equity will remain 
below the prepandemic level of 11.2% until 2024. In Europe, similar 
challenges exist, and overcapacity, fragmentation, and the lack of a 
banking union may further confound recovery prospects.13 

Portfolio rationalization
Hobbled by lingering low interest rates, asset-sensitive banks (i.e., 
high one-year gap ratio) are likely to struggle more as their assets are 
repriced faster than liabilities. Banks with more diversified lines of 
business are expected to perform better; to bolster revenues, many 
banks are identifying the business units (BUs) that have scale and 
technology to thrive and those where it’s best to sell and focus their 
capital on other BUs with scale. (See the trend “Divesting for stability 
and resilience” for a more detailed discussion.) They are pursuing 
products and services that can deliver a fee income, such as banking-
as-a-service. Because cost-efficiency is important, acquirers are 
looking for buying opportunities that leverage their existing capabilities 
and infrastructure. The 2021 deal activity level may depend on 
what’s available—prospects could be limited, given the current 
macroeconomic climate and surge in competition. Everybody chasing 
the same dream may drive up the price of assets and result in bid-ask 
spreads becoming too wide.

Closing the digital capabilities gap
Modernizing their legacy digital infrastructure will feature 
prominently in banks’ 2021 M&A plans to reposition themselves in 
the postpandemic marketplace.14 Digital transformation is creating 
a substantial capabilities and performance gap—which is being 
monetized—between agile-, analytics-, and artificial intelligence 
(AI)–enabled organizations and those that have not developed 
this muscle. (See the trend “Technology modernization” for a 
more detailed discussion.) Banks that already have made strategic 
technology investments may be better positioned to offset current 
market stresses; stragglers that haven’t bridged (or can’t bridge) 
the gap on their own are likely to look for a deal partner to provide 
the necessary capabilities. Also, the economic incentive to merge to 
spread cost-heavy technology evolution across a broader customer 
base is significant and may be a key M&A driver for regional and 
superregional banks in the coming year.

Investment and wealth management 

2020 review

In a tale similar to banking, 2020 IM/WM sector M&A started 
strong, with two February deal announcements: Morgan Stanley’s 
acquisition of online brokerage firm E*TRADE for $13 billion15 and 
Franklin-Templeton’s acquisition of Legg Mason in an all-cash deal 
valued at $4.5 billion.16 Then COVID-19 hit, and dealmaking sputtered 
from March to May. 

WM and WealthTech transactions were the first to pick up steam, 
although some were more a revival of existing deals that had paused 
during the pandemic’s first months, as opposed to new ones. 
Fund company Franklin Templeton reentered the buying arena 
in May with its announced purchase of WM technology company 
AdvisorEngine.17 That same month, Charles Schwab agreed to 
acquire Motif’s technology and intellectual property in an all-cash 
transaction, less than three weeks after Motif said it was shutting 
down its robo-adviser platform.18 Empower Retirement played in 
both the WM and WealthTech spaces by acquiring Massachusetts 
Mutual Life Insurance Company’s (MassMutual) retirement plan 
business (September)19 and digital-first registered investment 
adviser (RIA) and wealth manager Personal Capital ( June).20 Financial 
services–focused private equity (PE) firm Lightyear Capital and 
Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board, Canada’s largest single-
profession pension plan, announced in October the acquisition of 
WM firm Allworth Financial.21 Other WM consolidators and serial 
acquirers active in this space include Creative Planning, CI Financial, 
Mercer Global Advisors, and Focus Financial.

IM and securities transactions started to revive in July. Morgan 
Stanley announced its second 2020 megadeal in October with its 
acquisition of asset manager Eaton Vance for about $7 billion.22 In 
a sizable early-December deal, Macquarie Group bought Waddell & 
Reed’s entire operations for $1.7 billion. Once that deal is completed, 
LPL Financial has agreed to buy Waddell & Reed’s WM business for 
$300 million.23

Reflecting COVID-19’s dampening effect, IM/WM deal volume as of 
December 31, 2020, was down YOY—183 deals versus 234 in 2019. 
Volume again skewed heavily to asset management and WM (148) 
versus broker-dealer transactions (35).24 Average deal value was 
a bright spot at around $1.4 billion, increasing from $1.03 billion 
in 201925 primarily on the strength of Morgan Stanley’s two deals 
(figure 4). 

PE firms continue to be active players in in IM/WM M&A, particularly 
in asset management transactions (figure 5). 

https://www.fdic.gov/news/press-releases/2020/pr20131.html
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Figure 4. IM and securities M&A metrics
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Sources: SNL Financial and S&P Global Market Intelligence.
Note: Avg. deal size is based on disclosed deal values. 76%, 86%, 84%, 83%, and 87% of reported deals did not disclose deal values for FY16, FY17, FY18, FY19, and  
FY20, respectively.

Top 2020 IM/WM transactions by deal value
Target Buyer Announcement date Value ($M)
E*TRADE Financial Corporation Morgan Stanley February 20, 2020  $13,127
Eaton Vance Corp. Morgan Stanley October 8, 2020  $6,932
Legg Mason, Inc. Franklin Resources, Inc. February 18, 2020  $4,481
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co. (Retirement svcs.) Great-West Lifeco Inc. September 8, 2020  $2,350

Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc. Macquarie Group Ltd. December 2, 2020  $1,623

IM and securities M&A volume
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What we expect to see for 2021

Scarcity of WM platforms
WM is starting to develop a scarcity in available platforms of scale 
given the high volume of PE acquisitions over the past several years. 
The effect has been a rise in deal pricing and increased focus on 
management teams with a track record of buying and cost-effectively 
integrating smaller players in terms of price and cost to bolt onto the 
platform. COVID-19 may provide buying opportunities for platforms 
to accelerate bolt-on acquisitions as smaller players struggle with 
profitability and the ability to grow.

Shakeout in IM active space; acquisitions in alternatives
We expect to see a shakeout among traditional IM firms, especially 
in the active space. Mutual funds and exchange-traded funds 
(ETFs) have considerable assets under management (AUM) but lack 
product differentiation and continue to struggle with pricing; this 
further depresses the values of those assets and increases focus 
on nonequity alternative products. We anticipate acquisitions in 
the alternative segment, where the production of alpha is being 
rewarded in rates—real estate, credit, and infrastructure remain the 
most desired product suites to acquire globally.

Pressure on investment managers remains high
Given the challenges in product distribution in terms of trends 
toward zero commission in the online space, pressure on investment 
managers remains high as revenue-sharing, platform access, and 
marketing costs become even more essential revenue sources to 
broker-dealers. The imperative to digitize also remains a front- 

burner issue: IM firms should seek to find new and/or better ways to 
connect with clients remotely—especially if they hope to attract and 
retain digitally savvy, younger investors—which calls for ramped-up 
fintech investments.

Increase in PE-backed distressed and restructuring deals
On the near horizon, we expect most PE firms to actively monitor 
their portfolio companies. Those with available capital and the agility 
to evaluate changing situations quickly may present themselves as 
potential solutions for financial services companies under stress 
and uncertainty. Similar to 2008, PE firms may actively seek minority 
stakes, including making a private investment in public equity (PIPE) 
as permitted by regulators, for companies with liquidity challenges 
or those looking for capital-to-finance acquisition opportunities. 
PIPE transactions were common during the financial crisis due 
to the speed at which they can be executed and are generally 
more attractive investment options during market turmoil than 
change-of-control transactions. Currently, we are seeing more 
special-purpose acquisition companies (SPACs) being raised as the 
alternative structure of the day for PE, but PIPEs may increase should 
the financial recovery of certain industry sectors become more 
uncertain. Furthermore, before the recent market turmoil, PE was 
fueling the rise of M&A in the RIA sector. We think the economics 
of RIAs will remain attractive for PEs in 2021, but deal volume may 
be lower due to fewer targets than five years ago. Alternatively, the 
slowdown could be partially offset by an increase in sponsor-backed 
distressed and restructuring deals.26 

Figure 5. IM/WM transactions with PE involvement
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Figure 6. Fintech M&A metrics
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Fintech, payments, and exchanges 

2020 review

Fintech firms are becoming a tale of two extremes. At one end are 
players who have developed scale and product multiplicity, are 
becoming institutions, and are weighing the costs and benefits of 
becoming banks. At the other end are those who are either burning 
cash or provide one service well and realize value is best unlocked 
via a sale or merger.

On the heels of 2019’s major consolidation in the payments 
space (Worldpay/FIS, FirstData/Fiserv, Global Payments/TSYS),27 
we expected fintech M&A to have another strong run in 2020. 
Intuit’s February-announced purchase of Credit Karma for $7.1 
billion28 signaled a positive start. Within weeks, however, COVID-
19’s economic fallout hit the M&A landscape: Q1–Q2 2020 had 
very few unicorn births (e.g., HighRadius, Pine Labs, and Flywire), 
whereas there were some large unicorn exits (Plaid, Credit Karma, 
Galileo).29 The same period also showed a decline in run-rate deal 
and financing activity, with some high-profile distress situations that 

resulted in subsequent acquisitions. Online lender OnDeck, which 
reported troubling Q1 2020 financial results attributed to a surge in 
pandemic-related loan delinquencies on its platform, was purchased 
by Enova International,30 and small- and medium-business (SMB) 
lender Kabbage was acquired by American Express.31 

Fintech M&A did rebound as the year progressed, although overall 
deal volume declined in 2020—115 reported deals compared 
with 150 in 2019—and average deal value, at $1.6 billion, was 
below 2019’s $2.5 billion (although the latter was powered by the 
three payments megadeals) (figure 6). Notable announced deals 
in the second half of 2020 included Roper Technologies’ $5.3 
billion acquisition of insurance software company Vertifore32 and 
Intercontinental Exchange’s $11 billion acquisition of Ellie Mae, 
which digitally processes mortgage applications, from PE firm Thoma 
Bravo.33  This is the third acquisition Intercontinental has made to 
grow its mortgage services division.34

Sources: SNL Financial and S&P Global Market Intelligence.
Note: Avg. deal size is based on disclosed deal values. 68%, 66%, 69%, 65%, and 70% of reported deals did not disclose deal values for FY16, FY17, FY18, FY19, and 
FY20, respectively.

Top 2020 fintech transactions
Target Buyer Announcement date Value ($M) General industry
Ellie Mae, Inc. Intercontinental Exchange, Inc. August 6, 2020  $11,016 Banking technology
RealPage, Inc. Thoma Bravo, LLC December 21, 2020  $8,768 Business process outsourcing
Credit Karma, Inc. Intuit Inc. February 24, 2020  $7,100 Financial media and data solutions 
Vertafore, Inc. Roper Technologies, Inc. August 13, 2020  $5,350 Insurance and health care technology

Plaid Inc. Visa Inc. January 13, 2020  $4,900 Banking technology
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Figure 7. Fintech transactions with private equity involvement
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Continuing a trend of more than a decade, PE firms’ involvement in 
fintech M&A remained high in 2020. And even though overall deal 
volume was down YOY from 2019, the overall percentage of PE-
backed deals increased (figure 7).
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What we expect to see in 2021

Maturing payments industry
The payments industry continues to mature and consolidate as 
players seek to enhance their global reach; shore up digital versus 
storefront service offerings; improve their service offerings, including 
fraud detection; and drive scale. Some may be discarding noncore 
remnants from past deals—there is an aftershock still looming after 
the raft of 2019 megadeals reduced six major players to three—and 
larger payments players, which up till now had a lot of ancillary 
businesses, may want to shed some of them. As payments providers 
align growth priorities with potential investment, partnering, and 
M&A opportunities, they should look at both the merchant and 
consumer sides of their platforms. For example, COVID-19 will 
continue to accelerate contactless payments demand, which has 
seen a rapid increase in adoption since the start of the pandemic. 
Networks are working with issuers to accelerate the issuance of 
contactless cards and with acquirers to establish contactless point-
of-sale (PoS) terminals with merchants.

M&A to expand banking services
Some commercial and retail banks haven’t scaled to a point where 
they can compete in a fully digitized world. As banking-as-a-service 
evolves and customers expect frictionless, personalized digital 
engagement, the imperative to fill out a bank’s front-, middle-, and 
back-office digital capabilities should increase, driving ongoing 
M&A across these categories of banking fintech. Opportunities for 
acquisitions, partnerships, and capability uplifts should be abundant 
in 2021—although many may come with a hefty price tag. Fintechs 
offering sought-after apps are demanding higher multiples; also, 
competition may produce bidding wars.

More fintech consolidation in the strategic buyer arena
The trend of fintech consolidation should continue in 2021. Some 
fintechs are being acquired by larger financial services established 
players, and others by industry leaders that want to expand their 
customer engagement into financial health and well-being. The 
coming year may also see an increase in consolidations and MOEs 
among fintechs to position themselves to compete against well-
funded, larger players. We have seen this play out over the past two 
years in the payments area and expect the trend to expand to other 
corners of the industry.

Alternative deal constructs
One avenue for fintech M&A in 2021 is the push to consider 
alternative deal constructs, including joint ventures, full partnerships, 
and SPACs in addition to traditional buy-sell opportunities. SPACs 
can be a game changer for fintechs as a way to an initial public 
offering (IPO); for example, payments platform Paysafe announced 
its merger with SPAC Foley Trasimene Acquisition Corp in December 
2020.35 We expect to see interesting consolidations with newly  
public SPAC-acquired companies executing rollup strategies that 
focus on providing a comprehensive suite of digital services to 
consumers and businesses.

Financial services and technology convergence
Digitization is blurring the lines across industries, opening the 
door to a new era of innovative investments, partnerships, 
and acquisitions. Certain maturing fintechs are considering the 
acquisition of small banks to obtain a banking charter; digital 
lenders are pursuing more diverse funding sources (Lending Club 
acquired Radius Bank in early 2020, providing access to cheap 
deposit funding, as well as the Federal Reserve Bank’s (Fed) discount 
window36); and banks and technology giants are partnering to offer 
an array of banking services. As envisioned, continuing financial 
services–technology convergence should enable an efficient end-to-
end digital journey for commercial and retail customers. However, 
increased digitization also exposes service providers and their 
customers to cyber risks emanating from shared cloud platforms 
and application programming interfaces (APIs) with multiple 
connections and entry points. Even the M&A process can be at 
risk: more than half (51%) of US M&A executives who responded 
to Deloitte’s Future of M&A Trends Survey37 said cyber threats are 
top of mind as companies manage dealmaking virtually, making 
cybersecurity an important element of M&A due diligence in  
2021 and beyond.

Increasing regulatory scrutiny
Payments industry players are preparing for potential regulatory 
changes and tax rate increases that may arise with the Biden 
administration, particularly since regulators already had been 
scrutinizing payments M&A because of antitrust concerns. While 
the US Department of Justice (DOJ) approved Mastercard’s nearly 
$1 billion deal for fintech startup Finicity38 and Intuit’s $7.1 billion 
deal for Credit Karma (after Intuit announced it had entered into a 
consent decree with the DOJ and an Assurance of Discontinuance 
with the New York State Attorney General, clearing the transaction),39 
Visa abandoned its $5.3 billion planned purchase of fintech Plaid in 
early 2021 amid a DOJ antitrust lawsuit that challenged the deal.40 
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The following trends and drivers are worth watching for their 
potential catalyzing or hindering effect on B&CM M&A activity  
during the coming year.

Divesting for stability and resilience
Bank boards and executives planning their strategic response to 
impacts from COVID-19–induced, macro-level uncertainty on their 
bottom line—the Fed’s near-zero-interest-rate policy, the record-
high unemployment rate, a volatile stock market, and persistent 
rumblings about an economic recession41—are considering a variety 
of actions to support financial and operational stability and boost 
their resilience. According to respondents to the Deloitte Center for 
Financial Services 2021 banking and capital markets outlook, actions 
planned over the next six to 12 months include divesting noncore 
or nonperforming operations.42 Prime candidates include tangential 
business assets and operationally independent business units that 
can be divested with limited impact on existing customers.

Major banks that are up against asset caps or those that have 
held onto underperforming fee-based, commission-based assets 
are doing much of the divesting. While banks have long desired 
increases in fee-based revenues, the downturn driven by the 
pandemic has encouraged many to reassess where they play with 
scale and where they do not. This is driving a significant portfolio 
upheaval, especially considering the rising technology costs required 
to compete digitally in these businesses. We expect many banks to 
shed businesses such as IM, recordkeeping and investment services, 
and brokerage, where they are not a key market player. Among 
potential bidders for these carve-outs are banks with ample scale 
and capital and which sit comfortably below a capital threshold with 
additional regulatory burdens; and asset management and PE firms 
looking to either combine and scale the assets or improve and sell 
them.

The potential benefits of strategic divestitures are of sufficient 
magnitude to drive continued M&A in 2021. They include a 
recovered or strengthened balance sheet, improved liquidity, 
additional resources to apply to core portfolio assets, and an 
increasing capital level to provide the business with flexibility to 
manage the downturn and support broader strategic plays.

Trends and drivers  
of 2021 M&A activity

Technology modernization
COVID-19 and social distancing turbocharged customers’ digital 
engagement with financial institutions during 2020, adding urgency 
to organizations’ ongoing imperative to invest in technology 
modernization. To illustrate, 44% of retail banking customers said 
they are using their primary bank’s mobile app more often.43 On the 
commercial side, Bank of America’s business banking app witnessed 
117% growth in mobile check deposits.44 And digital roadshows 
became the norm in marketing securities.

Even before COVID-19–spawned disruption of in-person 
transactions, banks had been steadily increasing their spending 
on technology and communication capabilities to improve 
front- and back-office operations (figure 8) and keep ahead of 
evolving customer expectations for personalized, seamless digital 
experiences. We anticipate that banks will continue to invest in 
platforms and applications across products and demographic 
segments to provide the frictionless engagement customers and 
the industry have been seeking for a while—not just via digital-only 
channels, but also in-branch experiences such as self-service digital 
kiosks and interfaces.45 

In addition to investing in digital engagement technologies, banks 
also should continue to explore how cloud computing, machine 
learning, robotic process automation (RPA), and distributed ledger 
technology can help them expand product and service offerings, 
achieve regulatory compliance, and contribute to significant time and 
cost savings.46 Also, banks could learn from fintechs how to leverage 
customer data and analytics to digitally deliver hyper-personalized 
services and engage customers—together with partners—in new 
and differentiated ways.47
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Similar to their banking counterparts, the pandemic sharpened 
IM/WM and securities executives’ realization that closing gaps in 
their legacy technology infrastructure and developing a digital 
engagement platform with investment impact are essential to 
survive and thrive (see Securities exchanges pursue digital capabilities). 
Some companies, especially on the WM side, that have invested in 
modernizing the following digital core, distribution network, and 
product and service offerings (and continue to do so) are already 

seeing benefits, including increased speed, improved accuracy, and 
enhanced customer acquisition and retention. However, numerous 
IM/WM firms continue to lag in technology upgrades; they are 
likely to find that rising costs (implementation, license fees, API 
development) will require that they merge, partner, or outsource to 
secure the capabilities they need to transform into agile, digital-first 
organizations.

Securities exchanges pursue digital capabilities

Today, there are more than 130 global securities exchanges that are trading equities, options, ETFs, futures, swaps, and 
derivatives for cash, energy, and commodities. All are operating in an industry being reshaped by business challenges, 
strategic choices, and the possibilities that emerging technologies offer. Increasingly, exchanges have been using investments, 
partnerships, and acquisitions to add key digital capabilities to reshape their business models (tailoring themselves more into 
fintech or straight technology providers), redefine and refresh the customer experience, support new product and service 
offerings, and strengthen regulatory compliance. Capability targets include:

 • Open APIs. Modular architecture and reusable components at user experience, domain, and system levels; seamless, yet 
controlled integration with the exchange’s core systems; critical component to enable a “marketplace” of plug-and-play services

 • Big data and analytics. Enhanced insights (trading patterns, audit trail, market behavior, etc.); improved compliance through 
surveillance and fraud analytics; new revenue stream enabled by data monetization opportunities

 • RPA. Increased operational productivity; ability to deploy staff on value-added activities; improved customer service enabled by 
increased processing accuracy and faster response times

 • AI and cognitive. Improved customer experience supported by digital virtual agents; predictive operational risk controls; 
increased resiliency through predictive IT systems maintenance

 • Distributed ledgers. Reduced information asymmetry and greater compliance; increased transparency, trust, and operational 
efficiency across the network

 • Cloud services. Reduced capital expenses; flexible consumption models; unprecedented access to innovation; decreased time 
to market

Over recent years, exchanges have heavily invested and continue to invest in technologies to support high-frequency trading, 
colocation venues, and direct market access for trading partners. However, digital improvements to nontrading operations are 
lagging. Exchanges that automate nontrading operations as part of a larger digital transformation may gain significant benefits, 
including increased efficiency, reduced operational footprint, and support for future growth.

Source: Deloitte, Bank of 2030: The digital future of securities exchange operations, 2020.

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Financial-Services/gx-digital-future-of-securities-exchange-operations.pdf
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Accounting, regulatory, and  
tax influences on M&A activity
With the transition to the Biden administration and expected new 
leadership at various US regulatory agencies, there is widespread 
recognition that the B&CM regulatory landscape may dramatically 
change in 2021. Banks and other financial services companies 
considering M&A during the coming year should be vigilant and react 
with agility to accounting, regulatory, and tax policy developments 
that may affect dealmaking.

In general, organizations should focus diligence efforts on the  
core basics of asset quality; Bank Secrecy Act and anti-money 
laundering (BSA/AML) compliance; internal controls; governance; 
consumer protection; and risk management (with an emphasis on 
credit risk). They also should pay increased attention to financial 
and operational resilience48 and continue to assess their impact 
on financial modeling, including regulatory capital. In addition, the 
financial services industry’s expanding web of partnerships and 
third-party relationships makes information security, privacy, and 
overall vendor management important considerations.

Near-term, we may see transformational deals supported by a 
regulatory environment that is pro-growth following the pandemic-
driven economic downturn. As such, participants likely will need 
to assess the regulatory requirements of the Fed’s final rule that 
established tailoring metrics and asset-size thresholds for domestic 
and foreign holding companies. This forces key thresholds that may 
have a material impact on the financials of a deal. The regulatory 
approval process also could become more challenging and take 
longer than normal as banking regulators analyze implications 
of credit quality, earnings and capital impact, and pro forma 
capitalization of merged banks in the current environment.49 

Accounting developments

CECL update. After a challenging initial adoption year for SEC 
filers, bank current expected credit losses (CECL) programs will be 
a priority focus area for regulators in 2021.50 The unprecedented 
volatility of certain macroeconomic variables in 2020 required many 
banks to employ model overlays (or qualitative adjustments) for their 
quantitative CECL estimates, some of which accounted for a sizable 
portion of the overall allowance.51

Given the uncertain economic outlook, expected loss forecasting 
will continue to be a challenge for banks this year. However, the 
Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations 
Act (CARES 2.0) delays required compliance for certain depository 
institutions, bank holding companies, or any affiliate thereof with 
CECL accounting standards until January 1, 2022. This extends the 
time by which banks are required to comply with the CECL standard 
but does not require them to delay compliance.52 Documentation 

and analysis to support key decisions, particularly regarding 
qualitative reserve levels and the use of model overlays or other 
judgmental adjustments, will be especially important in 2021 
to withstand scrutiny from various stakeholder groups53 and to 
understand where sellers stand in their readiness.

Regulatory developments

Operational resilience. For many regulators, the pandemic has 
accelerated the shift toward asking firms to identify their most 
important business services, consider vulnerabilities that are 
broader than cyberattacks and IT failures, then assume severe 
systemwide threats will occur that lead to failure of those services. 
International standards and guidelines for operational resilience 
in financial services are emerging, particularly with the Basel 
Committee on Banking Supervision’s (BCBS) consultation, Principles 
for Operational Resilience, released in August 2020.54 Significant 
regulatory policy development on operational resilience is also 
occurring at the national or jurisdictional level. In October 2020, 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB), US 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), and FDIC issued an 
interagency paper titled Sound Practices to Strengthen Operational 
Resilience (SR 20-24), which outlines key practices for addressing 
unforeseen challenges.55 Management of operational resiliency will 
continue to evolve, with 2021 expected to bring significant changes 
in financial services. Many banks and financial institutions are 
adopting a hybrid work-from-anywhere model in which employees 
spend some of their time in the office and some of their time in other 
locations. This will require stronger controls frameworks, technology 
enablement,56 and M&A transactions and ramped-up cyber diligence 
in target evaluation.

CARES Act impact on small-business lending. A key provision  
of the March 2020 CARES Act is funding for small businesses through 
federally backed loans under a modified and expanded Small 
Business Administration (SBA) 7(a) loan guaranty program called 
the Paycheck Protection Program. The passage of the CARES Act 
represents an opportunity for regional and superregional banks 
(along with other approved lenders) to facilitate distribution of these 
loans.57 However, with many banks’ physical locations and branches 
intermittently closed, banks will need to ensure technological 
solutions drive customer engagement, facilitate document 
workflows, and effectively serve customers in the market. The drive 
to enhance digital capabilities due to social distancing and the need 
to digitally develop banks’ small- and medium-sized enterprise  
(SME) client channel to anticipate increased usage of the SBA 
program distribution may act as a catalyst in banks’ digital 
transformation. The situation could provide an opportunity for 
acquisitions to add scale and transform legacy banks into agile, 
digital-first banks of the future.58
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Bank Merger Review update. The DOJ is contemplating whether 
it should overhaul its 1995-dated Bank Merger Competitive Review 
guidelines to reflect emerging trends (including digitization) in the 
banking and financial services sector and modernize its approach to 
bank merger review under antitrust laws.59 This may remove barriers 
to M&A, in particular among smaller and rural banks, according to 
the Conference of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS).60

OCC revisions to rules that govern banks’ and savings 
associations’ corporate activities and transactions. On 
November 16, 2020, the OCC finalized extensive revisions to its rules 
governing the corporate activities and transactions of US national 
banks and federal savings associations (Federal Institutions). The 
revisions, which generally became effective January 1, 2021, reflect 
the OCC’s attempts to update and streamline licensing requirements 
for Federal Institutions. While many of the changes are procedural or 
cosmetic, a number of them are substantive and will affect day-to-
day compliance processes. Federal Institutions should review their 
activities to determine if action is required.61

Climate risk. In recent months, there has been a steady increase 
in US regulatory and supervisory activities to better prepare the 
nation’s financial system for managing climate risks. The FRB, in its 
November 2020 Financial Stability Report, highlighted for the first 
time the risks to the financial system posed by climate change.62 
The FRB also joined the Network of Central Banks and Supervisors 
for Greening the Financial System in December 2020—a major shift 
toward global alignment on supervision.63 In October 2020, the 
New York Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) became the 
first US financial regulator to set forth climate-related expectations, 
addressing the topic in its Climate Risk Industry Guidance letter.64 
The NYDFS letter built on a seminal report on managing climate 
risk published in September by the Climate-Related Market Risk 
Subcommittee of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
(CFTC).65 That report called for strengthening regulators’ capabilities, 
expertise, and data analytics to better monitor, analyze, and quantify 
climate-related risks. It also found that existing legislation already 
provides US financial regulators with “wide-ranging and flexible 
authorities that could be used to start addressing financial climate-
related risk now.” Managing the financial risks from climate change 
will require financial institutions to make substantial investments 
in building the data and modeling infrastructure necessary to 
incorporate climate risks into their credit analysis, stress-testing, 
scenario planning, and M&A diligence.

Tax policy developments 

Potential tax reform. In an effort to stimulate the US economy, 
the Trump administration placed significant focus on reducing the 
US corporate and individual income tax rates under the Tax Cuts 
and Jobs Act (TCJA), as well as providing corporate and individual 
tax relief (although some benefits will tail off during the coming 
year). In addition, the March 2020 CARES Act provided benefits for 
individuals and businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
Biden administration’s economic plan includes a potential increase 
in the corporate income tax rate from 21% to 28%. WWith the 
Democratic Party holding a majority in the House of Representatives 
and a slim margin in the Senate, the potential for changes to the tax 
code reform in 2021 is expected to increase.

Deferred tax assets. While the reduced federal corporate income 
tax rate under the TCJA (21% from the previous 35%) was viewed as 
beneficial to most US corporations, companies with deferred tax 
assets (DTAs) on their books were required to take a write-down due 
to this rate differential. If tax rates do go up again, there will likely 
be a corresponding write-up in deferred tax assets and company 
balance sheets. For those looking to sell corporate entities with 
DTAs, there is likely to be more value in the deferred tax assets, 
assuming they can ultimately be recognized.

Proposed Section 382 safe harbor regulations. The Treasury 
Department and the IRS in 2019 issued a proposed rule under 
Section 3821 of the Internal Revenue Code that, if finalized, will 
considerably limit the amount of net operating losses (NOLs) that 
companies have available to them following an ownership change. 
Specifically, the regulations would eliminate an IRS safe harbor dating 
back 15 years. These regulations remain only in proposed form. If the 
regulations are finalized as proposed, banks and other corporations 
that carry significant NOLs into an M&A deal may find they are 
worth significantly less going forward. In addition, while deferred 
tax assets (including NOLs) may be more valuable due to the 
potentially higher US federal corporate income tax rate under the 
Biden administration, these final regulations may ultimately serve to 
prevent (or significantly delay) the benefit of such DTAs.
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Figure 9. B&CM organizations may leverage strategies across 
multiple quadrants in M&A decision-making
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The future of M&A: Perspectives in  
a pandemic
US M&A executives who responded to Deloitte’s August–September 
2020 Future of M&A Trends Survey66 are sending clear and strong 
signals that dealmaking—mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, 
and alternative M&A methods—is likely to be an important lever 
as B&CM organizations recover and thrive in the “next normal” 
environment. A robust 61% of respondents expect US M&A activity 
to return to pre–COVID-19 levels within the next 12 months. Among 
survey highlights:

 • Forty-two percent of survey participants indicate increased 
interest in alternatives to traditional M&A, such as partnerships 
with their peers, coinvestments with PE firms, investment in 
disruptive technologies, cross-sector alliances with specialists, and 
partnership with governments.

 • One-third of dealmakers surveyed are responding to structural 
sector disruption by accelerating long-term transformation of their 
business models as part of their M&A strategy in response to the 
impacts of COVID-19.

 • The biggest challenges to M&A success are uncertain market 
conditions, translating business strategic needs into an M&A 
strategy, and valuation of assets.67

Disruption can birth opportunity; historically, M&A deals during 
uncertain times have created more value. We expect to see a mix 
of offensive and defensive M&A strategies materialize in 2021 as 
banks, IM/AM firms, and fintechs deploy a wide range of inorganic 
growth strategies; leverage strategies across multiple quadrants; 
and position themselves to protect existing markets, accelerate the 
recover stage, and capture market leadership (figure 9).68
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Defensive M&A

The impact of the pandemic has propelled many companies into 
survival mode. Some may turn to M&A, whether by choice or 
necessity, to drive down costs, increase economies of scale, guard 
their client base, and safeguard their future. We see defensive M&A 
strategies taking two forms:

 • M&A to salvage value. Priority areas include focusing on liquidity, 
cash flow, and working capital; identifying rapid turnaround 
situations; considering alternatives to M&A, including alliances and 
joint ventures; and divesting noncore or underperforming units.69 

 • M&A to safeguard markets to maintain competitive parity. 
Priority areas include pursuing opportunistic deals to safeguard 
core markets; pursuing deep synergies from recent acquisitions; 
waiting for debt markets to improve; acquiring using capital from 
divestments; and pursuing low-capital-intensive investments.70 
This is where the acceleration to digitization will likely have a big 
impact as organizations look to make investments to safeguard 
what they do today in order to be more resilient coming out of  
the pandemic.

Offensive M&A

The pandemic has demonstrated the attraction of new digital 
channels and agile operating models. Many organizations will likely 
need to actively pursue transformative acquisitions to rapidly adapt 
to irrevocable changes to their business models. We see offensive 
M&A strategies also taking two forms:

 • M&A to transform business and safeguard the future. 
Priority areas include pursuing transformational acquisitions; 
acquiring capabilities to fill in significant market or internal 
operating gaps; acquiring capabilities to accelerate digital 
transformation; exploring minority investments; and pursuing 
small technology acquisitions to bolster the core.

 • M&A to change the game. Priority areas include establishing 
new partnerships and alliances; taking advantage of disruptive 
opportunities to secure future strategic positioning or enter  
new markets and/or business areas; exploring acquisitions in 
adjacent markets; taking advantage of disruptive opportunities  
to extend or expand offerings and capabilities; and acquiring  
early-stage disruptors.

According to the US M&A executives who 
responded to Deloitte’s August–September 
2020 Future of M&A Trends Survey,71 
Financial Services (58%) is among the top 
three industries using or planning to use 
offensive M&A strategies to drive growth.

With organic growth unlikely to drive the near-term performance 
and returns shareholders want in an economy working to regain 
postpandemic strength, M&A likely will continue to be a growth 
engine and should, therefore, be a central part of B&CM strategic 
discussions. The following scenarios show the four M&A options 
applied to banks in the wake of the pandemic:

Salvage value. Banks servicing highly affected customer groups 
and/or experiencing reduced demand for services such as WM may 
need to sell assets and refocus on their core portfolio to strengthen 
the balance sheet and keep from becoming a target themselves.

Maintain competitive parity. Banks whose services and customer 
groups may not have been significantly affected by COVID-19, but 
may not have the ability to act and make broader strategic plays due 
to lack of access to capital or the risk of added regulatory scrutiny if 
they were to grow, may focus on retaining their current deposit base 
and competitive positioning.

Transform the business to secure the future. Banks servicing 
highly affected customer groups and/or experiencing reduced 
demand whose short-term outlook may have been negatively 
affected by COVID-19, but who went into the crisis well-positioned 
to respond with available capital and room to grow without invoking 
heightened regulatory scrutiny, may decide to invest in capabilities to 
fill market or operating gaps or accelerate digital transformation.

Change the game. Banks whose services and customer groups 
may not have been significantly affected by COVID-19 and are 
fortuitously positioned with access to capital and low risk of 
added regulatory scrutiny may make moves that strengthen their 
competitive position and reshape the competitive landscape.
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The turn of a calendar page doesn’t mean an end to the COVID-19 
crisis; however, as vaccine distribution expands and the US and 
global economies begin to recover, B&CM organizations that  
have been deferring M&A moves may be willing to reengage in 
dealmaking as they look for new pathways to profitable growth in 
a reshaped, increasingly competitive financial services industry.

Factors that had been driving M&A prior to and during the 
pandemic—the availability of significant dry powder, attractive 
valuations, a favorable low-interest-rate environment, and access to 
financing—will likely continue in 2021. Moreover, the challenges the 
pandemic has introduced, and the heightening risk of a potential 
recession, may mold strategic decisions for banks struggling today 
as they look for the best shareholder value in the future, thus driving 
more potential sellers in the market.72  

Companies entering 2021 with healthy balance sheets and cash on 
hand; aligned corporate and M&A strategies; a risk appetite that 
allows leadership to commit to capital expenditure even in  
uncertain times; and lack of regulatory constraints should prepare 
the tools, teams, and processes they need to move M&A planning 
to action. No doubt, caution should be exercised—acquirers should 
focus on a target’s underlying financial, operational, and cash-earning 
condition, and due diligence may need to be modified to account for 
the unique impact on asset quality and industry competition from 
the pandemic. Firms that develop and refine these competencies 
should be better positioned to execute the right deal opportunities.73

Uncertainty about the lingering effects of the pandemic likely will 
remain for the foreseeable future. But this should not deter B&CM 
leaders from capitalizing on 2021 M&A opportunities to build 
economies of scale, add innovative products and services, remove 
duplicate and unwieldy operations, expand digital proficiency, reduce 
costs, grow revenue, and increase shareholder value.

Moving M&A  
planning to action 
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